
THESIS STATEMENT ABOUT RALPH FROM LORD OF THE FLIES

A sample thesis statement could be this one. In Lord of the Flies, Golding represents civilization through the character of
Ralph, because Ralph has an orderly.

While Jack is having a feast, Simon clamber the mountain and finds the parachutist. He loves hunting and
killing so that he can show his dominance. They hold an assembly and the boys elect Ralph their leader
through election. In the novel a group of boys become stranded on a desert island and must fight to survive.
Ralph and Piggy find a conch shell. Since he is obese and suffers from asthma, he is the weakest physically
among the begins. Golding would later become famous as a novelist, playwright, and poet, yet before Lord of
the flies publishers had rejected his works many times. He wants to follow the rules and regulations
established on moral grounds. He whistled softly. We can track how he does this throughout the novel. We
learn early he is epileptic, but is also a hard worker. Yet these two boys clash with one another because they
perceive each as a threat to the other's power. The boys stop and stare at the man. Be sure to examine the
passages around pages , where it appears that nothing is happening. He favors laws and rules only to penalize
other boys. The reader of Lord of the Flies may be shocked by the way in which the boys' individually and
collectively become violent. Finally Ralph loses control of the boys completely but refuses to join them as he
still clings to civility over savagery. An officer comes to the shore. To prove themselves daring, they climb the
mountain in the dark. Consider the possibility that the boys' efforts to imitate the adult world are destined to
fail because they are simply not developmentallyâ€”cognitively or emotionallyâ€” ready to tackle adult
challenges. Jack and other children often indulge their impulses which clouds their judgement causing them to
undermine their society. Ralph is not scared of the truth. This scene is interesting as the group of boys can now
see the split between Jack and Ralph and will be forced to take sides, and Ralph here actually looks weaker
because he is not using brute strength. Somehow Ralph escapes. Then the boys make rules to manage
themselves. It has been cinematized three times since  Be sure to address two important motifs: 1 the frequent
insistence on the importance of rules and their inadequacy to protect the boys from their own violence and 2
the regular references to savages and animals. This is evident in the constant struggle between Jack and Ralph
and ultimate success by Jack whom represents savagery. At first, there is so much hope and excitement, but
everything quickly falls apart: Why? Ralph blows it and all the boys on island get together. This is interesting
because it shows Ralph is still able to control the boys at this point and there is still a sense of a functioning
society. Ralph continues to exert his authority over the boys. Ralph actually is a symbol of law, government,
and civil society. Ralph gets annoyed when nobody gives him a helping hand to make shelters. Ralph begins
weeping. Simon is first introduced when Ralph calls an assembly with the conch in the first chapter. A group
of British boys survived a plane crash after being shot down. Ralph is there to show us what could happen
when savagery takes over from civility.


